PREPARATION for the MASS. INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.

The last catalogue of the Institute (page 59) lays due stress on the importance of students' entering fully prepared. Chauncy-Hall School has long fitted pupils for the Institute, and for the last ten years has made thorough preparation a specialty. For the standing of its candidates, reference is made to the President and Faculty.

The very large teaching force at Chauncy Hall enables students intended for the Institute, for college, and for business, to be specially trained in separate classes. Particular oversight of the "Institute class" is held by the Junior Principal, Mr. M. Grant Daniell. In Geography and Grammar, this class is under the charge of Mr. O. F. Bryant, Associate Principal, who has been connected with the school over twenty years; in Mathematics, it is taught by Mr. R. F. Curtis, head of the mathematical department; in History and Literature, by Mrs. A. F. Harris, head of the literary department; and in French, by Monsieur A. H. Soillat.

In thus receiving instruction from different teachers, each a specialist of long experience, an earnest pupil may be sure of sound and symmetrical training. This method of dividing the work of preparation for the Institute has been satisfactorily practised at Chauncy Hall for years.

The school is at 259 Boylston Street, opposite the Art Museum, within two minutes' walk of the Institute building.